Abstract: S3ve.r oxide (Ag@ and Ago) layers were prepared by lhe anodic oxidation of silver metal in 1M NaOH and investigated in situ with XAFS at grazing incidence. For given glancing angles, x-ray absorption fme structure spectra of the anodic oxides were extracted from these reflectivity data The evaluation of these absorption data yields detailed near range orda structural information about the electrochemically prepared oxides.
INTRODUCTION
In general, the &tamhation of near range order structural information from reflectivity fine structure data cannot be performed straighfmardly because, in contrast to bransmission XAFS, both the real and the imaginary part of the refractive index contribute to the reflectivity fine structure; i.e. the x-ray reflectivity fine struchlre cannot directly be compared with the XAFS theory. As recently shown, however, XAFS may be obtained fromreflectivity fine structure data of homogeneous and isotropic media [I-31. Furthermore, also the near range order structure of thin films can be deduced, if the penetration depth of x-rays is sufficiently smaller than the f h thickness. The silver oxide films investigated in the present study were prepared by anodic oxidation of silver in 1M NaOH. For polarization potentials Up between 0.5 V S Up S 0.7 V, Ag20 layers with a thickness of about 100 nm are formed, while above 4 -7 5 V, Ago Nms with similar thicknesses are grown. Therefore, the anodic oxide layers can be considered as homogeneous media with respect to the penetration depth of x-rays which is about 3-10 nm for the chosen glancing angles 8 (0.05°58G.110), and the evaluation of the reflectivity XAFS data yields detailed near range m k r sttuctural information representing the crystaUographic propexties of the oxide layen Details about the applied mathematical procedure are given in ref. While the information depth amounts to about 10 nm according to a penetration depth of the x-rays of 4.4 nm, an Ag20 thickness of about 70 nm was calculated from the electrochemical c a n t As expected no contributions from the underlying metal are detectable in this FT. The data in the range between 0.07 nm and 023 nm, representing the nearest neighbour peak, were backtransformed into k-space and fitted with phases and amplitudes calculated with FEPF [5]. The inverse Fourier-Transform xO*k3 of the fmt peak as well as the fit line are depicted in the insert of Fig. 1 . A single shell model with four parameters was applied: the intemomic distance R, the coordination number N, the root mean square deviation in the coordination distance a, and the inner potential shift AE$. The fit results are compiled in Tab. 1. For comparison, parameters deduced from transmission XAFS data of polycrystalliie Ag20 are also listed. The values determined for the nearest neighbour distance and the related coordination number are close to the values expected from the crystallograph'ic data (R-0.204 nm, N=2). The disorder of the electrochemically formed silver ( I ) oxide is comparable to that of the polycrystalline Ag20 reference compound. The strong increase of the inner potential shift & for the anodically grown silver oxide films can be related to the calculation procedure as follows. In general, the absorption edge position is defined by the first maximum of the derivative of an absorption specaum [6] . In contrast to a transmission spechum, areflectivity spectrum is always depending on both $ and 6 as a function of energy as already mentioned, and the shape of a reflectivity spectrum changes dramatically with 8 (e.g. 3. CONCLUSIONS Detailed near range order structural i n f o d o n such as bond distances, coordination numbers and DebyeWaller factors of electrochemically prepared oxide films can be obtained from the evaluation of reflectivity fme structure data if the penetration depth of x-rays is sufficiently smaller than the f h thickness. While results obtained for electrochemically prepared Ag20 layers are very close to those from transmission XAFS data of polycrystalline Ag20, the structural parameters c a l c d for Ago-layers formed at more anodic potentials differ considerably from those of crystalline Ago.
